A thorough experimental and computational study has been carried out to elucidate the mechanistic reasons for the high volumetric uptake of methane in the metal− organic framework Cu 3 (btc) 2 (btc 3− = 1,3,5-benzenetricarboxylate; HKUST-1). Methane adsorption data measured at several temperatures for Cu 3 (btc) 2 , and its isostructural analogue Cr 3 (btc) 2 , show that there is little difference in volumetric adsorption capacity when the metal center is changed. In situ neutron powder diffraction data obtained for both materials were used to locate four CD 4 adsorption sites that fill sequentially. This data unequivocally shows that primary adsorption sites around, and within, the small octahedral cage in the structure are favored over the exposed Cu 2+ or Cr 2+ cations. These results are supported by an exhaustive parallel computational study, and contradict results recently reported using a time-resolved diffraction structure envelope (TRDSE) method. Moreover, the computational study reveals that strong methane binding at the open metal sites is largely due to methane−methane interactions with adjacent molecules adsorbed at the primary sites instead of an electronic interaction with the metal center. Simulated methane adsorption isotherms for Cu 3 (btc) 2 are shown to exhibit excellent agreement with experimental isotherms, allowing for additional simulations that show that modifications to the metal center, ligand, or even tuning the overall binding enthalpy would not improve the working capacity for methane storage over that measured for Cu 3 (btc) 2 itself.
■ INTRODUCTION
A variety of economic and environmental factors have sparked interest in the use of natural gas, composed primarily of methane (CH 4 ), as an alternative transportation fuel to petroleum. 1−4 Its use in on-board vehicular applications is severely limited by its relatively low volumetric energy density. While this can be increased by compression or liquefaction, the resulting systems contain expensive, bulky, and energy-intensive components, and their usage is mainly limited to larger vehicles such as buses. The development of adsorption-based systems where high surface area materials store large volumes of CH 4 at ambient conditions would allow for the use of smaller, lightweight tanks that could be integrated into smaller vehicles such as passenger cars. 5 Metal−organic frameworks (MOFs) have attracted substantial attention as materials for these types of adsorption applications due to their high surface areas and chemically tunable pore dimensions and surface functionality. 6 Adsorption of CH 4 in MOFs has been investigated across several structural parameters both experimentally and computationally. 7−9 It has been shown through multiple adsorption studies that Cu 3 (btc) 2 (btc 3− = 1,3,5-benzenetricarboxylate; HKUST-1) 10 exhibits one of the highest volumetric capacities for CH 4 in a MOF at 35 bar and 25°C. 7, 8 Its structure consists of binuclear copper(II) paddlewheel units connected through the carboxylate linkers to form a three-dimensional pore structure. An axial water molecule on each Cu 2+ ion can be removed to leave an open coordination site that can attract different gas molecules. The pore structure contains three distinct types of cavities. The surface of the first of the two large pores is composed mostly of benzene rings from the linker molecules and has a diameter of ∼11 Å. It is connected to a slightly larger cavity with a diameter of almost 13 Å, which contains the open Cu 2+ sites exposed to its surface. The octahedral cage (diameter ∼5 Å) is accessible through triangular windows from the largest pore. An isostructural Cr analogue can be synthesized that displays a slightly higher surface area and interesting adsorption behavior for gases such as H 2 , O 2 , and CO 2 , but has yet to be investigated for CH 4 uptake. 11−13 The correlation of structural features with adsorption behavior is a critical part of the evaluation of adsorptive materials and must be accomplished using a variety of experimental techniques. Powder diffraction experiments have been used to determine binding sites for many gas molecules in MOFs, 14−20 including CH 4 in Cu 3 (btc) 2 . 21−23 These studies have determined that CH 4 adsorption occurs in both the octahedral cages and at the open metal sites; however, the data in these reports did not clearly identify the relative affinity, or order of filling, of these sites. In designing improved adsorbents for CH 4 storage, it is important to have a complete understanding of the reasons for the record high volumetric storage densities of CH 4 in Cu 3 (btc) 2 . It is of particular interest to determine whether the CH 4 molecule prefers a perfectly sized cage to enhance adsorbate−adsorbent contacts or an enhanced electronic interaction at an open metal coordination site, or if these structural characteristics are of relatively equal importance. Furthermore, any differences found in the adsorptive behavior of Cu 3 (btc) 2 and Cr 3 (btc) 2 would reveal information regarding the nature of the CH 4 −open metal site interaction. These are important details, because other gases have been shown to differ in which site they prefer in this structure. We have shown previously that noble gases within Cu 3 (btc) 2 bind initially in the octahedral cages, and upon increased loading do not bind at all at the open metal sites. 24 The initial binding site for H 2 is at the Cu atoms in Cu 3 (btc) 2 , but at the windows to the octahedral cages in Cr 3 (btc) 2 . 12, 25, 26 Adsorption at the metal site is strongly preferred for O 2 in Cr 3 (btc) 2 . 11 It is clear that site preference can vary both from gas to gas and also from Cu 3 (btc) 2 to Cr 3 (btc) 2 , and a more detailed analysis of CH 4 adsorption in these materials is necessary.
Parallel to thermodynamic and structural measurements, computational studies on adsorption in MOFs can assist in explaining experimental observations and build on experimental data to predict adsorptive behavior in other materials. These theoretical studies have become an extremely important tool to guide synthetic efforts into the design of porous materials, as once adsorptive behavior can be adequately predicted entire libraries of thousands of possible structures can be screened for their properties to expose beneficial structural features. 27−32 When studying MOFs with computational tools, multiple levels of theory are often required to properly describe guest adsorption. Through density functional theory studies, the structure and relative energetics of CH 4 binding sites can be explored. In the case studied here, higher level multiconfigurational methods allow for the electronic structure of the strong Cr−Cr bond in Cr 3 (btc) 2 to be studied in detail. Furthermore, molecular simulations allow for the prediction of adsorption isotherms. This can be particularly challenging for materials like Cu 3 (btc) 2 and Cr 3 (btc) 2 that contain strong binding sites and care must be taken to ensure the guest-framework interactions are treated appropriately.
In this report, we present a comprehensive study into the mechanisms governing CH 4 adsorption in Cu 3 (btc) 2 and Cr 3 (btc) 2 . Volumetric uptake data are presented for the first time for Cr 3 (btc) 2 , which compare closely to previous data measured for Cu 3 (btc) 2 . A detailed structural study is presented that clarifies that CH 4 binds at the windows to the octahedral cages for both materials before binding at the metal sites. Finally, several computational strategies are described that provide additional insight into the nature of the CH 4 − framework interactions, as well as predict uptake behavior in some structural variations of Cu 3 (btc) 2 and Cr 3 (btc) 2 . Analyzing all of these results concurrently leads to the conclusion that although the open metal site acts as a strong binding site for CH 4 , its strength arises more from interactions with the previously adsorbed molecules at the primary site than from interactions with the metal cation itself.
■ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
High-Pressure Gas Adsorption Measurements. The synthesis and activation of Cu 3 (btc) 2 and Cr 3 (btc) 2 were adapted from previous reports. 11, 33 The successful synthesis and activation of the framework was confirmed by comparing the X-ray powder diffraction pattern and Langmuir surface area to those previously reported.
High-pressure adsorption isotherms in the range of 0 to 100 bar were measured on a HPVA-II-100 from Particulate Systems, a Micromeritics company. In a typical measurement, between 0.3 and 0.7 g of activated sample was loaded into a tared 2 mL stainless steel sample holder inside a glovebox under a N 2 atmosphere. Prior to connecting the sample holder to the Swagelok VCR fittings of the complete high-pressure assembly inside the glovebox, the sample holder was weighed to determine the sample mass.
The fully assembled sample holder was transferred to an ASAP 2020 low-pressure adsorption instrument, fitted with an isothermal jacket, and evacuated at the material's original activation temperature for at least 1 h. Then, a 77 K N 2 adsorption isotherm was measured. This was used to verify that the high-pressure sample mass was correct and that the sample was still of high quality by comparing the resulting Langmuir surface area to the expected value. Note that a specially designed OCR adapter was used to connect the stainless steel highpressure adsorption cell directly to the ASAP 2020 analysis port.
The sample holder was then transferred to the HPVA-II-100, connected to the instrument's analysis port via an OCR fitting, and evacuated at room temperature for at least 1 h. The sample holder was placed inside an aluminum recirculating dewar connected to a Julabo FP89-HL isothermal bath filled with Julabo Thermal C2 fluid, for which the temperature stability is ±0.02°C. A detailed description of the procedure used for measuring high-pressure CH 4 adsorption isotherms on the HPVA-II-100 was recently reported. 7 Further details regarding isotherm fitting, plots of isotherms at all temperatures, and parameters for heat of adsorption determinations are provided in the Supporting Information.
Neutron Powder Diffraction. Neutron powder diffraction (NPD) experiments were carried out on 3.3962 g of activated Cu 3 (btc) 2 and 1.0335 g of activated Cr 3 (btc) 2 samples using the highresolution neutron powder diffractometer BT-1 at the National Institute of Standards and Technology Center for Neutron Research (NCNR). The samples were placed in a helium glovebox and loaded into vanadium sample cells equipped with a valve for gas loading and sealed using an indium O-ring. Data were collected using a Ge(311) monochromator with an in-pile 60′ collimator corresponding to a wavelength of 2.078 Å. The samples were loaded onto bottom-loading closed-cycle refrigerators and initial data was collected on the activated samples at 8 K. An additional pattern was measured for Cr 3 (btc) 2 at room temperature. The samples were connected through the gas loading valve to a manifold of known volume and exposed to quantitative doses of CD 4 corresponding to 0.4, 0.7, 1.5, and 2.2 CD 4 molecules per Cu atom for Cu 3 (btc) 2 , and 0.7, 1.5, and 2.2 CD 4 molecules per Cr atom for Cr 3 (btc) 2 . Deuterated methane was used in these experiments owing to the large incoherent scattering cross section of hydrogen, which would result in significantly increased background in the data. Gas was dosed at 150 K, and the sample was slowly cooled to approximately 90 K during adsorption to allow the sample to reach equilibrium. Following complete adsorption of the dose, as evidenced by a zero pressure reading inside the system, samples were then cooled to 8 K for NPD measurements. A second set of measurements at higher temperatures was carried out on the same Cu 3 (btc) 2 sample by collecting data at 150 K following the complete adsorption of a dose of approximately 1.3 CD 4 molecules per Cu atom. The system was then heated to 295 K while open to the dosing manifold, resulting in a significant amount of desorption, as expected based on the experimental isotherm data. The sample cell and manifold equilibrated at ∼1.7 bar at 295 K, corresponding to a loading level of near 0.15 CD 4 molecules per Cu atom. A 295 K data set was collected following this equilibration step.
NPD patterns were analyzed using Rietveld analysis as implemented in EXPGUI/GSAS. 34, 35 The starting model for CD 4 loaded Cu 3 (btc) 2 was taken from our previous data of the bare framework, 24 and for CD 4 loaded Cr 3 (btc) 2 from a refined NPD pattern collected for the bare material at 8 K. Fourier difference methods were employed to locate the adsorbed CD 4 molecules. 36 Rietveld refinements of the models had the bond lengths and angles of the CD 4 molecules constrained to chemically reasonable values, and both the fractional occupancy and isotropic displacement parameter values of the five atoms in the molecule were constrained to be identical. All refined atomic parameters for all structures are included in the Supporting Information, along with final Rietveld plots and selected Fourier difference maps.
■ COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS
Periodic Density Functional Theory. Periodic density functional theory (DFT) calculations were performed as implemented in the VASP software package. 37 In order to treat CH 4 adsorption accurately, noncovalent interactions must be properly accounted for. The Rutgers−Chalmers van der Waals density functionals make use of a nonlocal formulation of the correlation part of the exchangecorrelation energy functional and have been developed to treat both medium and long-range interactions. 38 Specifically, the dispersioncorrected vdW-DF2+U functional was employed in all calculations. 39 The Hubbard U is a parameter for metal d electrons determined to reproduce oxidation energies. 40 In this work the value was 3.8 and 3.5 eV for Cu and Cr, respectively, based on work by Wang and Ceder on metal oxides. 41 The PAW pseudopotentials were used in all calculations. 42 A plane wave basis set was employed with a cutoff of 1000 eV to compute electronic energies and the integration over the irreducible Brillouin zone was carried out over the Γ point. Atomic positions and lattice constants for the empty framework were optimized with forces converged to 10 −7 Å/eV. Methane binding energies and enthalpies were computed using a rigid MOF approximation. Both bound and unbound CH 4 atomic positions were optimized at the same level of theory as the framework. Furthermore, harmonic vibrational frequencies were computed for the guest and used to include zero point energy and thermal corrections to the electronic energy yielding binding enthalpies.
In the periodic DFT calculations, the absolute magnetization for the ground state is 0.6 μ B per Cu center and 0.9 μ B per Cr center. In the case of Cu 3 (btc) 2 , the coupling between the two Cu centers in the paddlewheel is antiferromagnetic. While Cu 2+ is d 9 and the spin state of copper paddlewheel complexes like Cu 3 (btc) 2 is well-established, the electronic structure of Cr 3 (btc) 2 is more challenging. Cr−Cr multiple bonds are notoriously multireference in character; therefore, cluster calculations were performed to determine the ground state. Nevertheless, in the periodic DFT calculations, three states were studied. First, the closed shell singlet (e.g., no unpaired electrons per metal center) was considered. Additionally, a magnetic ordering with 1 μ B and 2 μ B for each metal center was explored for the empty framework. The lowest energy state, as mentioned above, has an absolute magnetization of 0.9 μ B per Cr center and yielded the optimized geometry with a Cr−Cr distance in best agreement with experiment. Therefore, all binding energy calculations were performed for this state, although we wish to emphasize that the ground state of Cr 3 (btc) 2 is multiconfigurational and diamagnetic. The details of the electronic structure of the Cr−Cr bond will be discussed in detail below.
Grand Canonical Monte Carlo. Grand Canonical Monte Carlo (GCMC) simulations were performed to compute CH 4 adsorption isotherms. Framework atoms are often treated in the literature with off-the-shelf force fields like the Universal Force Field (UFF) employing mixing rules to describe the guest-framework interactions. 43 However, in cases like Cu 3 (btc) 2 , UFF dramatically underestimates binding. Recently, Kim et al. 44 noted that while the UFF force field captures adsorption behavior for most systems reasonably well, it often fails if the binding is strong. Therefore, they introduced a simple correction to ensure that the UFF force field correctly predicts the binding energy, if this binding energy is known, either from experiments or from ab initio calculations (in this case periodic DFT). 44 Simulations employing this approach are referred to as UFFshifted in this work. The trial force field employed is UFF for the framework−CH 4 interactions and TraPPE for CH 4 −CH 4 interactions. 45 Lorentz−Berthelot mixing rules were employed. The minimum binding energy is required as a parameter for both the force field to which the correction is being applied and at the higher level. In this case, the minimum binding energy with the UFF force field for Cu 3 (btc) 2 and Cr 3 (btc) 2 is 22.9 and 22.2 kJ/mol, respectively. Likewise, the binding energy at the vdW-DF2 level of theory is 25.4 and 24.7 kJ/mol for Cu 3 (btc) 2 and Cr 3 (btc) 2 , respectively.
■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Gas Adsorption Data. Gas adsorption experiments were carried out on activated samples of Cu 3 (btc) 2 and Cr 3 (btc) 2 . Surface areas of both materials were initially measured to ensure complete activation of the materials. As expected due to its slightly larger unit cell and lower mass, Cr 3 (btc) 2 was found to have a slightly higher Langmuir surface area (2337 m 2 /g vs 2190 m 2 /g), and pore volume (0.82 cm 3 /g vs 0.77 cm 3 /g) compared to Cu 3 (btc) 2 . High pressure CH 4 adsorption data were measured on an activated sample of Cr 3 (btc) 2 at several temperatures from −25 to 50°C. Adsorption data obtained using identical methods and conditions for Cu 3 (btc) 2 were previously reported 7 and are used in this work where appropriate for comparisons to Cr 3 (btc) 2 experimental and simulated data. The measured excess adsorption data were converted to total adsorption and fit with a single-site Langmuir equation. Using a dual-site Langmuir model did not significantly improve the overall quality of the fit, and it appears that the adsorption data are well-modeled with a single adsorption site over the entire temperature and pressure range studied in this work.
Total volumetric adsorption isotherms measured at 25°C ( Figure 1) show that Cr 3 (btc) 2 has a slightly lower volumetric CH 4 uptake than Cu 3 (btc) 2 at all pressures. Still, the 203 v/v of CH 4 adsorbed at 35 bar and 25°C is one of the highest capacities ever reported for a metal−organic framework under these conditions. Since a single-site model was used to fit the isotherms, the isosteric heats of adsorption derived from these data do not vary as a function of loading. The resulting values are −17.5 (5) and −17.1(5) kJ/mol for Cr 3 (btc) 2 and Cu 3 (btc) 2 , respectively. Additional isotherm plots and details
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Neutron Diffraction Data. Neutron diffraction data were first collected for activated Cr 3 (btc) 2 , and its structure was refined to obtain a high quality starting model for the subsequent CD 4 dosed data. While the framework topology is nearly identical to that of Cu 3 (btc) 2 , there is a slight but important difference in the inorganic paddlewheel of Cr 3 (btc) 2 (Figure 2 ). The short Cr−Cr distance of 1.949(6) Å indicates the presence of a metal−metal bond of high order, 46 which pulls the Cr atom slightly below (0.155(5) Å) the plane formed by the four O atoms of the carboxylate ligands. In Cu 3 (btc) 2 , the Cu−Cu distance of 2.465(3) Å is long enough that the Cu atom lies above the plane of the four O atoms of the carboxylate ligands, projecting slightly outward into the pore. Neutron diffraction experiments of D 2 adsorption have shown that this variance in the paddlewheel unit causes different primary adsorption sites for D 2 in Cu 3 (btc) 2 (at the metal site) and Cr 3 (btc) 2 (at the windows to the octahedral cages). 12, 25, 26 There is also an increase in unit cell volume for Cr 3 (btc) 2 to 18984.4(9) Å 3 compared to 18205.4(8) Å 3 for activated Cu 3 (btc) 2 , an important feature to note when comparing volumetric uptake values.
Two previous reports have found binding sites for CD 4 in Cu 3 (btc) 2 using neutron diffraction. The low loading data of Getzschmann et al. 21 was reported to be too low to identify any adsorption sites, and additional data were measured at loadings so high that nearly all the pore surface contained adsorbed molecules. The authors note that some molecules were frozen at sites that are not equilibrium positions, likely due to the appreciably low temperature (77 K) at which the materials were dosed. Data from Wu et al. 22 measured at moderate loading levels identified the metal site and the windows to the octahedral cages as strong adsorption sites; however, CD 4 molecules were still found at several different sites simultaneously making it difficult to draw comparisons regarding their relative strengths. A very recent report by Zhou and coworkers 23 detailed the use of a time-resolved diffraction structure envelope (TRDSE) method applied to synchrotron X-ray diffraction data to examine dynamic effects of adsorption in Cu 3 (btc) 2 and other similar MOFs. The neutron diffraction results presented here, correlated with isotherm data and computational results, provide insights that differ significantly from several of the conclusions drawn using that method, as we will explain in detail below.
Our procedure for neutron diffraction experiments involved dosing the evacuated material at 150 K, well above the condensation point of CH 4 (111.6 K at 1 bar). The material was then slowly cooled while monitoring the pressure drop in the system to mitigate any possibility of gas condensation in the material. Once the entire dose was adsorbed, the material was then cooled to 8 K for data collection. Structures were obtained at loadings of 0.4, 0.7, 1.5, and 2.2 CD 4 molecules per Cu atom in Cu 3 (btc) 2 , and 0.7, 1.5, and 2.2 CD 4 molecules per Cr atom in Cr 3 (btc) 2 . The Fourier difference maps generated during the refinement of the two lowest Cu 3 (btc) 2 loadings and the lowest Cr 3 (btc) 2 loading clearly show that the initial adsorption site is at the windows to the octahedral cages ( Figure 3 ). It is also apparent that the D atoms are in localized positions, and there is a preferred orientation of the CD 4 molecule, with one C−D bond aligned "inward" toward the center of the octahedral cage. This window site is one crystallographically unique site repeated over the four windows for each octahedral cage, and full occupation of this site corresponds to 2/3 of a CD 4 molecule per metal atom. It is important to note that at these loadings, no residual nuclear density was evident at the open metal site in the Fourier difference maps, unequivocally showing that the window site is preferred for both materials.
With increased dosing to 1.5 CD 4 per metal atom, additional nuclear density was found inside the octahedral cages and at the metal sites in a similar fashion for both Cu 3 (btc) 2 and Cr 3 (btc) 2 . With respect to the octahedral cage site, refinements in which a CD 4 molecule was placed at the center of the cage resulted in poor fitting to experimental data. This is not surprising since the molecule can form shorter interactions with the inside surface of the cage if it is located slightly displaced from the center of the pore (Figure 4 ). In this position, the C atom of the CD 4 molecule is closer to the center of the benzene rings that form the cage walls than if it were positioned in the exact center of the cage (by approximately 0.18 Å). Adsorption at this off-center location has been observed and well-modeled previously in our analysis of Kr adsorbed within Cu 3 (btc) 2 . 24 
Article Concurrent with adsorption on this site, we observe a rearrangement of the CD 4 molecules in the window sites where the molecules are now located slightly farther away from the center of the octahedral cage than in the 0.7 CD 4 per metal structures (by approximately 0.4−0.5 Å). These molecules also partially rotate in order to accommodate the additional CD 4 molecule in the octahedral cage. This is modeled in the 1.5 and 2.2 CD 4 per Cu and Cr structures by incorporating disorder between two inverted CD 4 molecules at the window site and refining their atomic parameters simultaneously. This slight movement of the adsorbed molecules is reasonable considering each successive dose is performed by heating the system to 150 K. The additional adsorption site inside the octahedral cage is an indication that CH 4 −CH 4 interactions play a significant role in the adsorption mechanism, which will be examined further below.
Adsorption at the metal site is also evident in the 1.5 CD 4 per metal atom structures. Through analysis of the Fourier difference plots, it is clear that the CD 4 molecule binds at the metal site with one of the D atoms projecting outward into the center of the pore approximately 180°away from the metal atoms and the other three D atoms are disordered as a ring of scattering density above the metal sites. The previous structural report mentioned above on CD 4 in Cu 3 (btc) 2 removed this disorder by reducing the symmetry of the structure to the R3̅ space group, one in which three unique D atoms can be placed in the area where this ring exists. 22 Our refinements in this work proceeded most smoothly without this symmetry reduction and instead modeling the D atoms of this molecule with disorder over nine different sites to approximate the torus of scattering (more details and images of CD 4 modeling at the metal site are available in the Supporting Information).
While binding at the metal site occurs at the same position and loading levels for both Cu 3 (btc) 2 and Cr 3 (btc) 2 , there are slight differences in the effects this has on the overall structure that are related to the differences in the nature of the paddlewheel. The metal−CD 4 distance is smaller for Cu 3 (btc) 2 than for Cr 3 (btc) 2 (2.847(5) Å vs 3.09(2) Å) at a loading of 1.5 CD 4 per metal, as measured from the metal atom to the C atom of the CD 4 molecule. Also, while the Cu−Cu distance remains relatively unchanged upon CD 4 binding, the Cr−Cr distance lengthens from 1.949(6) Å to 2.08(3) Å in the 1.5 CD 4 per Cr atom structure, and 2.14(1) Å in the 2.2 CD 4 per Cr atom structure. This lengthening is similar to that reported previously for D 2 adsorption and potentially indicates a decrease in the Cr−Cr bond order. 12 However, unlike in the case of D 2 binding, here the Cr does move to the point that it projects outward above the plane of the four oxygen atoms from the carboxylate ligand. While the two sites around the octahedral cage are effectively fully occupied at the 1.5 CD 4 per metal atom loadings for both materials, the refined fractional occupancies of the CD 4 molecules at the metal sites are only 0.793(4) and 0.673 (9) for Cu 3 (btc) 2 and Cr 3 (btc) 2 , respectively. This further confirms that the site inside the octahedral cage fills, and the window molecules rearrange as described above, prior to adsorption occurring at the metal site.
At the highest dose of 2.2 CD 4 per metal atom, the first three binding sites described above are fully occupied, and a fourth site begins to populate in the 11 Å diameter pore. This site is located above the outside of the ligands that form the surface of the octahedral cages and essentially represents the filling of the surface of one of the large pores ( Figure 5 ). An additional dosing of 3.3 CD 4 per Cu atom was measured; however, significantly increased background in the diffraction patterns prevented the refinement of additional binding sites within the large pores (see the Supporting Information for data). This is 
Article likely a result of short-range order in the additional adsorption that does not contribute significantly to the crystalline order of the previous adsorption sites, a phenomenon that has been previously observed for H 2 adsorption in nanoporous materials. 47 While these structures indicate a sequential occupation of the four adsorption sites, they do not necessarily contradict with the adsorption data in which the isotherms are well modeled by a Langmuir equation with a single CH 4 binding site. Specifically, the energy differences between CH 4 adsorption at the strongest binding sites are likely most important at low temperatures, and the single-site Langmuir model should represent the average binding energy of CH 4 across these sites. Indeed, the dosing method used for the above diffraction measurements involved CD 4 adsorption at 150 K followed by cooling to 8 K upon complete adsorption of the gas, whereas the isotherms were measured at more relevant conditions near room temperature.
To investigate potential differences in site occupation with respect to temperature, we performed additional neutron diffraction measurements on Cu 3 (btc) 2 at 150 and 295 K dosed with approximately 1.3 CD 4 molecules per Cu atom. We chose this value to ensure that multiple sites were occupied at 150 K, and so that we could clearly distinguish residual adsorbed gas even at 295 K. The Fourier difference map derived from the data at 150 K (Figure 6 , left) clearly shows CD 4 molecules at, or close to, the three strongest sites found in the 8 K datathe octahedral cage, window, and metal sites. The quality of the data is sufficient for a full Rietveld refinement using the same model as discussed above (full details and goodness-of-fit parameters are given in the Supporting Information). The resulting CD 4 fractional occupancies indicate a more even distribution across these sites than at lower temperatures where the sites fill successively (Table 1 ). 
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The sample was subsequently warmed to 295 K, causing most of the CD 4 to desorb and resulting in a pressure of approximately 1.7 bar in the closed system. The Fourier difference intensities ( Figure 6 , right) indicate the localization of CD 4 , and Rietveld refinement indicates a small amount of CD 4 located both inside the octahedral cages and at the window sites, with no CD 4 at the metal sites. Total refined occupancies of these sites are low (Table 1) , as expected given the isotherm data measured at room temperature and low pressures ( Figure S4 ). At this point it is worth noting that these results and interpretations are significantly different from those obtained using the TRDSE maps presented in the recent report by Zhou and co-workers. 23 This methodology involved the measurement of powder diffraction patterns under nonequilibrium conditions, which in itself implies the potential for variability in the number of crystallographic phases present at any given time during the measurement. In such a scenario, the actual structure of the material is constantly changing during the collection of any single powder pattern. The collected data will be composed of contributions from diffraction patterns of crystallites of different sizes and morphologies, each experiencing potentially different local temperature and chemical potentials on the nanoscale. These effects would be impossible to untangle from the data if there is little effect on the lattice constants, or more importantly, on the few Bragg peaks at low angles that are used in the data analysis. Such is the case here, and this indistinguishable summation of peak intensities likely leads to erroneous interpretations of the adsorption process. For instance, when compared to our equilibrium diffraction results where we are monitoring the average crystal structure, as well as the other previous reports of CH 4 adsorption behavior in Cu 3 (btc) 2 , 21,22 the TRDSE maps provide several unique observations that are in conflict with those derived from the other methods. Most significantly, the TRDSE maps lead to an assertion that there exists an energy barrier to adsorption at the window sites, which CH 4 molecules lack the energy to overcome at low temperatures; however, all previous experimental data actually indicate CH 4 adsorption in the octahedral cage and window sites at low temperatures. The TRDSE results also imply that CH 4 molecules are stuck behind at the metal sites upon desorption at 295 K; however, our equilibrium structure at that temperature clearly shows CH 4 inside the octahedral pocket and not at the metal site, on average. Interestingly, the GCMC simulations provided in the same TRDSE report for CH 4 adsorption at 150 K also show better correlation with all the other forms of experimental data than with the TRDSE results. Taken together, these observations indicate variability in results from the TRDSE methodology leading to inaccurate interpretation of the adsorption properties of the Cu 3 (btc) 2 system, and raise questions about the applicability of this method to analyzing adsorption in other MOFs.
To summarize our diffraction results, while the sites in the octahedral cage are preferred over the metal sites at low temperatures, all of these can be considered moderately strong binding sites. This explains why the adsorption isotherm data at relevant temperatures are best fit using a single-site Langmuir equation. These materials contain a high concentration of strong binding sites per unit volume, resulting in high total volumetric uptake values. As the filling of adsorption sites are identical for both Cr 3 (btc) 2 and Cu 3 (btc) 2 , and the overall strength of these interactions are similar, it can be inferred that the main reason Cu 3 (btc) 2 has a higher volumetric uptake compared to Cr 3 (btc) 2 is due to its slightly smaller unit cell. The major conclusions evident from the combination of the isotherm data and the diffraction data are that adsorption mechanisms are essentially identical for Cu 3 (btc) 2 and Cr 3 (btc) 2 , and that the binding sites in and around the octahedral cage are favored over both metal sites. Since the presence of two distinct binding sites is not required to model the variable temperature adsorption isotherms, it is not immediately clear why CH 4 adsorption occurs first at the octahedral cage and window sites, rather than at the metal sites.
In an effort to better understand the origins of this surprising sequential filling of adsorption sites, a detailed computational analysis was performed for CH 4 binding in Cr 3 (btc) 2 and Cu 3 (btc) 2 .
Computational Results. Prior to studying the adsorption process itself, the electronic structure of the frameworks must be determined. The electronic configuration of copper paddlewheel systems like Cu 3 (btc) 2 are well-established; the unit contains two d 9 Cu(II) centers with one unpaired electron localized on each metal. On the other hand, the electronic configuration of the Cr−Cr bond is far from obvious, and calculations were thus performed with a multiconfigurational method, in this case spin-flip complete active space with nondegenerate perturbative single excitations (SF-CAS(S)) calculations (presented in detail in the Supporting Information). 48, 49 From these calculations on a cluster model, the ground state was determined to be a singlet with significant multireference character. The dominant configurations of the Cr−Cr bond are π 2 π ̅ 2 δ 1 δ̅ 1 (23%) and π 2 π ̅ 2 δ* 1 δ̅ * 1 (15%), yielding a bond order of approximately 3. Furthermore, our SF-CAS(S) calculations do not indicate a difference in orbital energies or electronic states whether CH 4 is adsorbed at the metal site or not. We can therefore conclude that the electronic structure of the Cr−Cr bond is not strongly affected by CH 4 adsorption at a fixed geometry.
Binding energies for CH 4 were determined by periodic DFT calculations at the window and metal sites ( Table 2 ) and converted to binding enthalpies by applying harmonic vibrational corrections. For Cu 3 (btc) 2 these values were determined to be −21.8 and −9.4 kJ/mol for the window and metal sites, respectively. A similar value of −21.5 kJ/mol for the window site in Cr 3 (btc) 2 was calculated; however, since DFT is unable to access the multireference singlet ground state of the Cr−Cr 2 and Cr 3 (btc) 2 are included for comparison. b Binding at the Cr metal−metal bond is very sensitive to the presence of a guest and requires proper description of the electronic structure of the bond; therefore, binding energies at the DFT level are not included.
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Article bond, accurate estimations of binding enthalpies at the metal site are unreliable at the DFT level of theory and are not included. Since the adsorption data are nearly identical for the two materials, in this section we will focus our discussion on Cu 3 (btc) 2 . The calculations at the DFT level are representative of an infinite dilution of CH 4 , and the calculated difference in energy between the window and metal sites is consistent with the observation in our NPD results that the window sites are occupied first.
To investigate the consequences of these two different binding energies, and draw a comparison with the measured and calculated adsorption isotherms where more than one CH 4 molecule is present, we hypothesized that the strength of CH 4 binding at the Cu 2+ sites might be effectively increased by intermolecular interactions with CH 4 molecules already adsorbed at the nearby window sites. 50 The effect of lateral CH 4 −CH 4 interactions has been shown by other researchers to be important and, given that CH 4 −CH 4 distances are quite short in this topology, we suspected they may play an important role here. It should be noted that in the Cu 3 (btc) 2 topology, the window and metal binding sites are separated by close to the ideal CH 4 −CH 4 distance of 4.2 Å, based on our LJ potential. 44, 51 With this in mind, we recomputed the binding energy at the metal site in order to decompose the interactions between the CH 4 molecules and the framework by considering their effects stepwise. Our first approach was at infinite dilution (CH 4 interacting with the framework only at the metal site). Next, one CH 4 was fixed at its minimum energy geometry in the window site, and the binding of a second CH 4 at the metal site was computed. The presence of one CH 4 alone increases the binding strength by −1.28 kJ/mol. However, if the structures of both CH 4 molecules are allowed to relax, as opposed to only the CH 4 in the metal site, binding at the metal site increases further leading to an enhancement of −5.49 kJ/ mol (or −2.74 kJ/mol per CH 4 ). Furthermore, at the configuration from NPD with the highest loading, the CH 4 at the metal site interacts with not one but eight CH 4 molecules. Specifically, there are two neighboring window sites at a distance of 4.36 Å, four neighboring metal sites at a distance of 5.17 Å, and two additional CH 4 molecules at a distance of 6.39 Å.
Using the TrAPPE force field, a single CH 4 −CH 4 interaction at the shortest distance of 4.36 Å is −1.67 kJ/mol, for example. In the experimental geometry, the sum of all pairwise TrAPPE CH 4 −CH 4 interactions suggest an enhancement of binding by ∼5 kJ/mol at the metal site. We note that while the absolute value of this energy should be thought of as a rough approximation, this result emphasizes the importance of the cumulative effect of interactions between neighboring CH 4 molecules. Due to these interactions, the effective binding energy at the metal site is not that different from the binding energy at the window site, further explaining why a dual-site Langmuir isotherm was not necessary to fit the data. Simply accounting for these additional interactions can connect the conclusions drawn from the experimental data. Since the nature of the metal cation imparts very little effect on the adsorption mechanism and the strong binding is due to a combination of structural features that are identical in both materials as well as CH 4 −CH 4 interactions, uptake values for Cu 3 (btc) 2 and Cr 3 (btc) 2 are similar.
With the underlying adsorption mechanisms well-understood, we turned our attention to the simulation of volumetric uptake. Total volumetric CH 4 adsorption isotherms computed with grand canonical Monte Carlo (GCMC) using the UFFshifted force field describe the experimental isotherms presented above very well (Figure 7 ). Given this good agreement, we extended these calculations to evaluate CH 4 adsorption in some structural variations of Cu 3 (btc) 2 and Cr 3 (btc) 2 and to gain insight into the possibility of developing an improved adsorbent. As the identity of the metal cation seems somewhat unimportant, these variations involved hypothetical substituted versions of the btc 3− ligand. Both Cu and Cr structures with the tribromo-and trimethyl-substituted ligand molecules, denoted btcBr 3 3− and btcMe 3 3− (Figure 8 ), were investigated. Our objective was to investigate if larger substituents projecting into the window sites and a different electronic structure at the metal sites would result in stronger CH 4 adsorption and higher volumetric CH 4 uptake. Calculated binding energies indicate that ligand functionalization does result in an increase in binding enthalpies at both the window and metal sites for both the Cu and Cr analogues ( Table 2) . It is more relevant, however, to examine the resulting volumetric capacities determined from the simulated isotherms in these materials. The deliverable capacity, typically evaluated for adsorption at 35 bar and desorption at 5.8 bar, is an even more important metric. material. For example, suppose we can tune the binding energy to determine whether this would lead to a better performing structure. Computationally, we can do this directly using the method of Kim et al. by shifting the force field to target our binding energy and computing the corresponding heat of adsorption and deliverable capacity. Figure 9 shows that even if we would have the possibility to increase or decrease the heat of adsorption as much as 6 kJ/mol, there is no significant increase in the deliverable capacity beyond what is calculated for the actual Cu 3 (btc) 2 structure. This demonstrates that the Cu 3 (btc) 2 structure already provides nearly the highest deliverable capacity that could be achieved even if the energetics of this structure-type could be altered.
In a recent computational screening of over 650 000 materials, Cu 3 (btc) 2 was shown to be among the highest performing for CH 4 storage. 32 When designing a material for CH 4 storage, the framework−CH 4 interaction energies, the number of binding sites, and the CH 4 −CH 4 interactions all play an important role. 30 In this particular case, we have varied the energetic contributions and have shown that Cu 3 (btc) 2 already has the ideal binding enthalpy required to maximize the deliverable capacity. With a higher heat of adsorption, the deliverable capacity is lowered because the increase in loading at low pressures is larger than the increase in loading at high pressures. Decreasing the binding enthalpy reduces loading at high pressures to the point where the deliverable capacity also decreases.
■ CONCLUSIONS
To date, Cu 3 (btc) 2 has shown the most promise of any MOF as a CH 4 storage material for relevant industrial applications. In this report, we have carried out a thorough investigation regarding the underlying mechanistic reasons for its high volumetric uptake, combining several types of experimental and computational data. The fact that enhancement of CH 4 binding at its open metal site is mostly due to CH 4 −CH 4 interactions between adjacent adsorbed molecules is a very important conclusion that should assist future research into new materials for this application. Alteration of the Cu 3 (btc) 2 structure, either by substitution of the Cu with Cr, hypothetical ligand substitutions, or using theoretical tools to vary the binding strength, does not improve the most important CH 4 uptake metrics for practical use. The structure of Cu 3 (btc) 2 has just the right combination of features to maximize both CH 4 − framework and CH 4 −CH 4 interactions. Furthermore, this work highlights the level of mechanistic understanding that can be achieved when experimental and computational techniques are combined. This approach is currently being expanded to other adsorption applications in other MOF systems.
■ ASSOCIATED CONTENT Figure 9 . Heat of adsorption used as the shift in order to calculate the adsorption isotherm was varied to determine what value would lead to the largest 35 bar deliverable capacity. The calculated result for Cu 3 (btc) 2 using the same level of theory is included for comparison (red x).
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